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1. INTRODUCTION
In approximation theory, it is important to estimate some basis functions
of operators. There are a number of papers dealing with these estimates
 w x.see, for instance, 1, Chap. 1; 2]4 . In the case of Bernstein basis
n k nyk .  .  .  w x.functions P x s x 1 y x 0 F k F n, x g 0, 1 andn k k
n q k y 1 k n .  .  .Meyer]Konig and Zeller basis functions M x s x 1 y xÈ nk k
 w x.k g N, x g 0, 1 , where N denote all nonnegative integers, for studying
the degree of approximation of Durrmeyer operators and Meyer]KonigÈ
w xand Zeller operators, Guo 3, Lemma 2; 4 proved that
5 1
P x F , for 0 F k F n , x g 0, 1 1 .  .  .nk ’2 ’n x 1 y x .
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and
3r2’M x F 33r n x , for k g N, x g 0, 1 . 2 .  .  . .nk
w x  .Recently Vijay Gupta 5 improved 2 and obtained
3r2’M x F 76r 15 n x , for k g N, x g 0, 1 . 3 .  .  . .nk
In this paper, we improve these inequalities giving the best coefficients
by direct calculation and proving that the order ny1r2 in our estimates is
the optimal also. We obtain the following:
 . jq1r2 . y jq1r2.THEOREM 1. Let fixed j g N and C s j q 1r2 rj! e .j
 .Then for all k, x such that j F k F n y j, x g 0, 1 , there holds
1
P x - C . 4 .  .nk j’nx 1 y x .
Moreo¨er, the coefficient C is the best possible that is to say, for arbitraryj
. y1r2« ) 0, it cannot be replaced by C y « , and the estimate order n is thej
optimal also.
 .In particular, for 0 F k F n, x g 0, 1 , we ha¨e
1 1
P x - . 5 .  .nk ’2 e ’nx 1 y x .
’Moreo¨er, the coefficient 1r 2 e s 0.4288819 ??? is the best possible.
We prove also,
 xTHEOREM 2. For e¨ery k g N, x g 0, 1 , we ha¨e
1 1
M x - , 6 .  .nk ’ ’2 e nx
y1r2’  .where the coefficient 1r 2 e and the estimate order n in 6 are the best
possible.
In the last part of this paper, as applications of these inequalities, we
shall give sharp estimates on the rate of convergence of Durrmeyer
operators and Meyer]Konig and Zeller operators for bounded variationÈ
function.
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2. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS
w xWe first consider the proof of Theorem 1. For 0 F k F n, and x g 0, 1 ,
 .  .’let f x s x 1 y x P x . It is easy to verify that .nk nk
k q 1r2
w xf x F f , for x g 0, 1 .nk nk  /n q 1
and
kq1r2 nykq1r2k q 1r2 n! k q 1r2 n y k q 1r2
f s .nk  /  /  /n q 1 k! n y k ! n q 1 n q 1 .
7 .
 .  ..We need to estimate f k q 1r2 r n q 1 . Noticing that the right handnk
 .side of 7 is symmetric for k and n y k, we need only deal with the case
0 F k F nr2. The following lemmas are useful for proving Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2.
LEMMA 1. For x ) 0, we ha¨e
2 1 1
- ln 1 q - . 8 . /2 x q 1 x ’x 1 q x .
 .Proof. We first consider the left hand inequality of 8 . For t ) 0,
X1 q t ln 1 q t y t s ln 1 q t ) 0, .  .  .
consequently
tX2 q t ln 1 q t y 2 t s ln 1 q t y ) 0. .  .  .
1 q t
Hence, for t ) 0,
2 q t ln 1 q t y 2 t ) 0. .  .
 .The proof of the right hand inequality of 8 is similar.
 .LEMMA 2. i For all natural numbers n, we ha¨e
nq32n q 1 n q 4n q 4
) . 9 .2 /n n q 4n q 3
 .ii For 0 F k F nr2, we ha¨e
nykq1r2  .nq1 r2n y k q 3r2 n y k q 3r2 n q 3 n q 3
) . 10 . / /n y k q 1 n y k q 1r2 n q 2 n q 1
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Proof. By Lemma 1, we get
1 2 n q 3
ln 1 q ) ) / 2 2n 2n q 1 ’ n q 4n q 3 n q 4n q 4 .  .
1
) n q 3 ln 1 q . . 2 /n q 4n q 3
It follows that
nq32n q 1 n q 4n q 4
) 2 /n n q 4n q 3
and let
nyyq1r2n y y q 3r2 n y y q 3r2
h y s . .  /n y y q 1 n y y q 1r2
After simple calculation and using Lemma 1, we get
1 n y y q 3r2
Xh y s h y y ln - 0, .  .  /n y y q 1 n y y q 1r2
for y - n q 1r2.
 .Thus 10 holds. The proof is complete.
Using Lemma 2 and Stirling's formula, we prove:
 .LEMMA 3. For x g 0, 1 , we ha¨e
 .i For e¨ery k satisfying 0 F k F nr2, there holds
kq1r2k q 1r2 1 . y kq1r2.P x - e . 11 .  .nk ’k! ’n x 1 y x .
 .ii For e¨ery k satisfying nr2 F k F n, there holds
nykq1r2n y k q 1r2 1 . y nykq1r2.P x - e , 12 .  .nk ’n y k ! . ’n x 1 y x .
 .kq1r2 . y kq1r2. where the coefficient k q 1r2 rk! e and n y k q 1r
.nykq1r2  . . y nykq1r2.2 r n y k ! e are the best possible.
 .  .Proof. We first consider i . From 7
kq1r2 nykq1r2 ’k q 1r2 k q 1r2 n! n y k q 1r2 n .  .
f snk nq1 / ’n q 1 k! n y k ! . nn q 1 .
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writing
nykq1r2n! n y k q 1r2 . ’T n , k s n . nq1n y k ! . n q 1 .
for 0 F k F nr2, by Lemma 2, we get
nykq1r2nq2T n q 1, k n q 1 n q 1 n y k q 3r2 .
s(  /  /T n , k n n q 2 n y k q 1r2 .
n y k q 3r2
?
n y k q 1
 .nq2 nq1 r2n q 1 n q 1 n q 3 n q 3
G ?(  /  /n n q 2 n q 1 n q 2
 .nq3 r22n q 1 n q 4n q 3
s ) 1( 2 /n n q 4n q 4
and using Stirling's formula
n yn u r12 nn’n!s n e 2p n e , 0 - u - 1n
we get
lim T n , k s ey kq1r2. . 13 .  .
nªq`
 .Hence, for x g 0, 1 , we have
f k q 1r2 r n q 1 .  . .nk
P x F .nk ’x 1 y x .
kq1r2k q 1r2 1 .
s T n , k . ’k! ’n x 1 y x .
kq1r2k q 1r2 1 . y kq1r2.- e 14 .’k! ’n x 1 y x .
 .  .kq1r2 . y kq1r2.and from 13 , we deduce that the coefficient k q 1r2 rk! e
 .  .  .in 14 is the best possible. By symmetry of 7 for k and n y k, 12 is
obtained immediately.
 .  .kq1r2 . y kq1r2.Proof of Theorem 1. Let H k s k q 1r2 rk! e . It is
 .easy to verify that H k is monotone decreasing. Therefore for fixed
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 . jq1r2 . y jq1r2.j g N and C s j q 1r2 rj! e , when k satisfies j F k Fj
 .  .  .n y j, from 11 and 12 , we get 4 , and by Lemma 3, we know that the
 .coefficient C in 4 is the best possible. For proving the estimate orderj
y1r2  .  .n in 4 is the optimal, we take k s 0. From 14 we have
f 1r2 n q 1 1 1 .  . .no
P x F - . .no ’ ’2 e’ ’x 1 y x n x 1 y x .  .
On the other hand, we can write
nq1 a1r2 1 1 nnq1r2f s n q 1r2 . .no a /  /’n q 1 n q 1 n2
Since
nq11 1nq1r2 alim n q 1r2 n s q`, as a ) . /n q 1 2nªq`
y1r2  .it is clear that the estimate order n in 4 cannot be improved.
It is of interest to note that
’lim H k s 1r 2p s 0.3989422 . . . . .
kªq`
Hence for all j g N, there holds
’ ’1r 2p - C F 1r 2 e . 15 .j
 .Relation 15 gives an estimate to coefficient C in Theorem 1 uniformlyj
for all j g N.
w x  . 1r2  .Proof of Theorem 2. For x g 0, 1 , let g x s x M x . It is easynk nk
to verify that
k q 1r2
w xg x F g , for x g 0, 1 .nk nk  /n q k q 1r2
and
kq1r2k q 1r2 k q 1r2 .
g snk  /n q k q 1r2 k!
n ’n q k q 1 !n n .
= ? .nqkq1r2 ’nn y 1 ! n q k q 1r2 .  .
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 .  . nq1r2  .  .nqkq1r2Let G n, k s n q k y 1 !n r n y 1 ! n q k q 1r2 . We
 .can prove that G n, k is monotone increasing for n, and
lim G n , k s ey kq1r2. . .
nªq`
 .Thus for every k g N, x g 0, 1 , it follows that
k q 1r2
y1r2M x F x g .nk nk  /n q k q 1r2
kq1r2k q 1r2 1 1 1 .
s G n , k - . . ’ ’ ’ ’k! nx 2 e n x
’By the same reason as Theorem 1, the coefficient 1r 2 e and the estimate
y1r2  .order n in 6 are the best possible.
3. SOME RELATED PROPOSITIONS
’From the above discussion, we find that the factor x 1 y x is very .
 .  .important for estimating P x with all x g 0, 1 and 0 F k F n uni-nk
 . ’formly. Using the factor x 1 y x instead of x 1 y x , can the result of .
Theorem 1 be improved? We will study this problem below.
 .  .  . w xLet q x s x 1 y x P x , x g 0, 1 . It is easy to know that for everynk nk
w xx g 0, 1 , there holds
kq1 nykq1k q 1 n! k q 1 n y k q 1
q x F q s .nk nk  /  /  /n q 2 k! n y k ! n q 2 n q 2 .
16 .
when k s 0,
nq10 q 1 1 n q 1 n
q s .n0  /  /n q 2 n q 1 n q 2 n
w  .x w .  .xnq1nr n q 2 ? n q 1 r n q 2 is monotone increasing and tends to
 .1re. Hence for x g 0, 1 , we have
q 1r n q 2 1 1 . .no
P x F - , .no x 1 y x e nx 1 y x .  .
where the coefficient 1re is the best possible.
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Similarly, we can get
22 1
P x - , for x g 0, 1 . .  .n1  /e nx 1 y x .
 .For every k satisfying 0 F k F nr2, x g 0, 1 , there holds
kq1k q 1 1 . y kq1.P x - e ; 17 .  .nk k! nx 1 y x .
 .and for every k satisfying nr2 F k F n, x g 0, 1 , there holds
nykq1n y k q 1 1 . y nykq1.P x - e . 18 .  .nk n y k ! nx 1 y x .  .
 .Remark 1. For every k satisfying nr2 - k F n, x g 0, 1 , there still
holds
kq1k q 1 1 . y kq1.P x - e . 19 .  .nk k! nx 1 y x .
However, it is easy to verify that
nykq1 kq1n y k q 1 k q 1 n .  .y nykq1. ykq1.e - e , for - k F n.
n y k ! k! 2 .
 .  .Hence, inequality 18 is better than inequality 19 .
 .In 17 , we write
kq1k q 1 1 . y kq1.e
k! nx 1 y x .
kq1r2 ’k q 1 k q 1 1 . y kq1.s e ,’ ’k! n n x 1 y x .
kq1r2 ykq1. ’ . .k q 1 rk! e is monotone increasing and tends to 1r 2p .
 .Now it is clearly that from 17 we have the following
PROPOSITION 1. For fixed 0 - d - 1r2, the inequality
1 1
P x - 20 .  .nk 1r2qd’ n x 1 y x .p
1y2 d  .holds uniformly for all 0 F k F n and x g 0, 1 .
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 .Furthermore, we point out that using factor x 1 y x instead of
’’x 1 y x , we can improve the coefficient 1r 2 e in Theorem 1. By a .
similar method to proving Theorem 1, we get
 .PROPOSITION 2. For all k satisfying 0 F k F n, x g 0, 1 , there holds
1 1
P x - , 21 .  .nk ’ ’8p n x 1 y x .
’where the coefficient 1r 8p s 0.1994711 ??? is the best possible.
w x  .Proof. For every x g 0, 1 , we have from 16
kq1 nykq1’n n! k q 1 n y k q 1’n x 1 y x P x F .  .nk  /  /k! n y k ! n q 2 n q 2 .
kq1r2 1r2 1r2k q 1 k q 1 n y k q 1 .  .  .
s ?
k! n q 2
nykq1r2’n n! n y k q 1 .
? . 22 .nq1n y k ! n q 2 .  .
It is obvious that
1r2 1r2k q 1 n y k q 1 1 .  .
F , for 0 F k F n.
n q 2 2
Using a similar method to prove Theorem 1, we can prove that for k
nykq1r2 nq1’  .  .  .satisfying 0 F k F n, n n! n y k q 1 r n y k ! n q 2 is
y kq1.  .monotone increasing for n and tends to e . Hence, We get from 22 ,
kq1r21 k q 1 1 . y kq1.P x F e . 23 .  .nk ’2 k! n x 1 y x .
 .kq1r2 . y kq1.Since k q 1 rk! e is monotone increasing and tends to
’  .  .1r 2p , 21 now follows from 23 . Moreover, by the facts that
1r2 1r2k q 1 n y k q 1 1 n .  .
s , as k s
n q 2 2 2
and
kq1r2k q 1 1 . y kq1.lim e s ,’k!kªq` 2p
’  .we deduce that the coefficient 1r 8p in 21 is the best possible.
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 .On the other hand, we point out that the behavior of M x is differentnk
 . 3r2 1r2from that of P x . If we substitute x for factor x , we cannotnk ’  .improve the coefficient 1r 2 e in the inequality 6 . There still holds
 xPROPOSITION 3. For all k g N, x g 0, 1 , we ha¨e
1 1
M x - , 24 .  .nk 3r2’ ’2 e n x
’where the coefficient 1r 2 e is the best possible.
 .Proof. It is obvious that 24 holds from Theorem 2. Suppose the
’  .estimate coefficient 1r 2 e in 24 is not the best possible. Then, there
’exists an « satisfying 0 - « - 1r 2 e , such that
1 1
M x - y « , for all k g N and x g 0, 1 . 25 .   .nk 3r2 /’ ’2 e n x
 .  .  .Taking x s k q 1r2 r n q k q 1r2 , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , from 25 , we havek
1r2k q 1r2 k q 1r2
Mnk /  /n q k q 1r2 n q k q 1r2
1 1 n q k q 1r2
- y « . / /’ ’ k q 1r22 e n
Hence, as k ) nr« , we get
1r2k q 1r2 k q 1r2 1 « 1
M - y .nk /  /  /’ ’n q k q 1r2 n q k q 1r2 22 e n
It follows that
1r2k q 1r2 k q 1r2
1r2x M x F M .nk nk /  /n q k q 1r2 n q k q 1r2
1 « 1
x- y , for k ) nr« and all x g 0, 1 . /’ ’22 e n
26 .
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’However, according to Theorem 2, for the coefficient 1r 2 e y «r2,
 .there exist a k satisfying k ) nr« and a x g 0, 1 , such that0 0 0
1 « 1
1r2x M x ) y , .0 nk 00  /’ ’22 e n
 .which is a contradiction with 26 . The proof is complete.
4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
 .  .In this section we give some applications of inequalities 5 and 24 .
w xEXAMPLE 1. For Durrmeyer operators D 3n
n
1
D f , x s n q 1 P x f t P t dt , .  .  .  .  . Hn nk nk
0ks0
w x  . w xwhere f g L 0, 1 . By inequality 5 and proceeding along the lines of 3 ,1
we give a sharp estimate as follows:
w xTHEOREM 4.1. Let f be a function of bounded ¨ariation on 0, 1 , x g
 .0, 1 . Then for n sufficiently large, we ha¨e
1
D f , x y f x q q f x y 4 .  .  .n 2
y1  . ’xq 1yx r kn5 x 1 y x . .
F g . E xn ks1 ’xyxr k
y1x 1 y x . .’q 2 q 1r 8e f x q y f x y , 27 .  .  . . ’n
 . b  . w xwhere g t and E g are defined as in the Theorem of 3 .x a x
w xIt may be remarked that the estimate in the Theorem of 3 , i.e.,
y1 ’ .  .. . <  .  . < 13r4 x 1 y x r n f x q y f x y , can be improved to 2 q
y1’ ’.  .. . <  .  . <1r 8e x 1 y x r n f x q y f x y .
Ã w xEXAMPLE 2. For integrated Meyer]Konig and Zeller operators M 4È n
`  .  .kq1 r nqkq1ÃM f , x s n q 1 M x f t dt , .  .  .  . Hn nk
 .kr nqkks0
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w x  . w xwhere f g L 0, 1 . By inequality 24 and proceeding along the lines of 4 ,1
we get
w xTHEOREM 4.2. Let f be a function of bounded ¨ariation on 0, 1 . Then for
 .e¨ery x g 0, 1 and n sufficiently large, we ha¨e
1ÃM f , x y f x q q f x y 4 .  .  .n 2
 . ’xq 1qx r kn5
F g . E xnx ks1 ’xyxr k
1’ < <q 16 q 1r 2 e f x q y f x y , 28 .  .  . . 3r2’n x
 . b  . w xwhere g t and E g are defined as in the Theorem of 4 .x a x
w xIt may be remarked that the estimate in the Theorem of 4 , i.e.,
3r2’ ’ . <  .  . <  .49r n x f x q y f x y can be improved to 16 q 1r 2 e r
3r2’ . <  .  . <n x f x q y f x y .
w xEXAMPLE 3. For modified Meyer]Konig and Zeller operators M 5È n
` n q k y 2 n q k y 3 .  .
M f , x s M x .  .n n , kq1 n y 2 .ks1
1
= M t f t dt. .  .H ny2, ky1
0
 . w xBy inequality 24 and proceeding along the lines of 5 , the estimate term
3r2’ . <  .  . < w x114r15 n x f x q y f x y in Theorem 2.1 of 5 can be improved
3r2’ . <  .  . <to 3r8e n x f x q y f x y and the following result holds:
w xTHEOREM 4.3. Let f be a function of bounded ¨ariation on 0, 1 . Then for
 .e¨ery x g 0, 1 and n sufficiently large, we ha¨e
1
M f , x y f x q q f x y 4 .  .  .n 2
 . ’xq 1yx r kn7 3
F g q f x q y f x y . 29 .  .  .  . E x 3r2’nx 8e xks1 ’xyxr k
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